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Submitted to the Departments of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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the requirements for the degrees of Master of Science
a.d-j of this thesis is directed toward the astronautical problem
of finding the optimum time and routes for manned space operations.
A method is proposed for minimizing the risk of a space vehicel's
encountering a solar wind storm. The method of optimal space flight
planning is based on the rhythm forecast. The study is based on cor-
relation of several solar indices. inach index is a time series repre-
sentative of one component of solar radiation. These indices are
correlated contemporarily and at lag with themselves and each other.
The correlations are presented in both the time and frequency domains.
The Spectral Analysis showed the expected solar oscillations, In
addition a six months period in the solar wind was attributed to
celestial geometry. This sauggets that the sun's equatorial plane may
be best for interplanetary transfer orbits.
Cross spectral analysis, while a lengthy mathematical procedure,
produces nothlng of significance. It does add some credence to the
lag relatiomRhtps proposed by Probaska (5) and Anderson (2).
Pat iL a composed of several statistical attempts to explain why
nornal incidence radiation which comes from a constant source exhibits
sach a large variation at the surface of the earth, Correlations and
spectral analysis indicate that on the order of 1 of the variance can
be explained by solar parameters. About 50% is explained by the regu-
larly measured at~1apheric parameters of visibilityo erface vapor pre-
sure, cloud cover and sunshine. Somis of the rest can be attributed
to thin middle clouds.
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The discriminant function Is used to find the statistical rea-
son why pyrheliametric observations are not consistently made.
Statistically the visibility is more useful in determining whether
or not there will be an observation than is cloud cover. Cloud cover
is usually more than 3/10 on days observatJons are made.
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Siolar wind will also be an i mpvrtmq-, coneldewciation if r*u
"'GO3aZ Mtilda' for PraOPsi.n Irs n eo nStanrt eareI for hbiger
3pcifte Impu1ss the ultimate of 1-nf~nity is~ otained by visIzZ
:radiat ion fo~rce In miuch the saw. may that suilr~g ves1s are
maoted over thee vater by tine 2 )e of t;he vinca Altho~h tho solar
3,als a do-sgzad prigiiarlly for (3Xeotramnetic ;'sadSationt it mue,
f"W ra-bered that Coruvla rv±atLozO vih1le having sma-1 povel,)
,Us a,&-altively largs rate of twutia transfer due to~ the low
whcioties of prapogatiov. So It v~' be ncesmai.y to havc an a
piori 1*mledga of times and plae~s Llong the courwse vherv solar
Ther~e to little doiebt that there 5' coriolation betwveen solar
flaree a~nd guatineas of tU* solar viind. Many peop2e aiv zWtudying
wxays to forewvarn the astronaut of tht A;rong sola~r miind gousts by
looking at tbho lag beftee a widcien oIbervable outbust and the
arrival of the corpuscles earthtaide., Prehasks. (5) has shown the
lag by domoittrating that geomngnetic activity induced by copscular
radiation can be expected about tuo days after a rzol&T outburst.
Anderson Me) on the other hands vitches the sun's limb through thI;,
radi±o fraqmency window for prognosis of± corpseula outburrts,
II____IIIIIIYLL__Y___1.X. --_-^
The a.u ha'z 'it lo 4t'4- to Icc4 at flngulaQ' 042urm~nces
or key days, The arpp 2'1.h to rathsv to !IV ndopochs )e' Yat avorable
to sodSSL T ind stlorms ant tvo Sind ta~ili of the WSrarwind
uEing t52U, Merins of oth-erpt c'or
The analcr~ with aircraft orz rtiono Is t~it vwsn grsyu-
facs rwand'a8 W.3: e:zpeted ; O it-;arCuG e Shy awvc It~An a2'%:,nOOT;
openzt Ionu. Thiia ie begra~us tke gusts are nUWa811y atY t Pi yaL C
this period of .-,*e dttuwva1 07015.4 Siar weather bas M~re c-ycles*
than tho dirftaa an l anrtual *os 2Rourwd on earth, Statiaticalt speot1
Aztafyoit can &~ U&Sa to find c po ycles abcwv real Viignt Ptl
retpsct to t.a avlar virAJ. The Iprid investigateC e r ti.a entire
spectren of pr. ivodo tgith which any n'z~szd operations- rlgMt ba on
cei.:rned (epecLtically 2 day to If! dscaes).a
A zvS.cend approach ie to uE croo& speatral analvois t%-,o seea it
othT r.egularly observed parzarnte o t We mny statistical rawcunrtvr
bility try pwognowe rangng fru ovic day to six mor!zlt,ha One day
wiould have to Kn Minimuo Vince daily averkges are tw. sillesrt Ineor
sent uwedt btkE months was chvtxn no tba extreme uppt'li-n1A sinos It
in the apoLt ice or' the lioteia- transfer nrane t"o liars or
A tbirC, I'-'-rtio L to llati I ns founc!tto are a
-LI~-- III_-~ILYYII - IXXtl~^l^-X-_.---I-0^^11_._ __1__ ._.I -1111 _ ..._-.
ftuctilon of Ceectial eetry can spaity :oo irdntCs In the gsolar
vavdu storms arn nost 'URl'.
Ti' ociltations of come- of tMa solar paraw tera have been knovwnS
fo eoars, Th longest obr-ved sad foet !Iown of these peanmeters
is Vf course tuu spot number's
To find CeL osoillations of a quatity we must observe it and
mtakt a long ard cimplaht xecord of it, Becanae of tthe protective
shieldig afSforded by ou atmophere ';e can only obsaarvce olar radla-
tion in t4e v.Istible aId cC2 o2 the radio bands (Visible band Is
da0ired here cz .29 to 10 Eicrons wile the radio -uindov Is *3 ?C
to I IN MC.) Th rest of the eleotomignetic and most of tha cor-
puelar spectzr m is not obser,4able at the E-rth's sriftace Thus
for the corpuaclar radiation we &ill W stt: v t dying only
its induced eifcfte, It will only be after we have - gultably long
tecorDd trnm ectellitew tat we en szidj Its 0av seLaies dtrectly.
Thi lak of nvwledge W2 the steady o-tate and gast '%tensty of tht
zolar wind In eona reason for looking upon present mansd space flight
as being prew-ture, We do have a suitably lore; reoui of gemagwetic
variations which we will aame here resUts from change in the cor-
psecular ring current abowat the £arth If we fwrthez assume that
the corpscular wing currets are ndcative of solar wind ' we an
rise gomagnetic effects w; an ind o? it,
1111-_1~-.
Thus the desideration i~ to find a geimagnetic index with a
suitably long and continuous record to serve as an indicator of
Dolar wind, Three such indices are proposed and presented in
later sect ions,
Essentially this is a study based on correlations. Part of the
procedure is straight forward computation of correlation coefficients
contemporarily and at two days lag, The corwelations are weak but
signi fcant.
aving determined that there is some correlation from minus two
to plus two legs, we extended the procedure to 94 lags, With this
many lags we may better represent the results in the frequency domain.
So the primary portion of the procedure poses the problem of properly
predicting perlodicities present in parameters pertinent to solar
wind prognostication. Tukey x (6) method was used for the solution.
Several statistical power spectra were computed in cooperation with
Prohaska,
Because of the trade offs between resolutlon, confidence lisitsD
band width, record length, ocaputation time0 etc0 three spectral
band widths were computed. Because of record length and nature of
the parameters, seven different indices were used.
L1 deviation from3 the norm1 magnatic decliniation
A~ aversV pl&unetazy amplitude (geomagnetic)
foE2 a itica l Feqwncy of the F2 layer
"he thre bands ame cb cterlmd by the dimenolons licted in
Table I belowv,,
TAM31T 11 CHATR or frPLCThMd. BINDS
3smdwidth Time Sempling Data Lags
13aind ini pericds3 Colmputer Zeeiee Interval Points of
W1A. MIN Lo-ngth At N Zv 11 ree" It
in yia
a 44yV r 2 yr LOP 30 73 1 year 73 22 86
8i1 ~5 y . 5 yr LW 30 72 1 3sseon 282 1 18
all 0.5y52Y d 1 M709 11 .0." day 4018 94 85
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3ilC- the 00IOS0 be~r AS to. .liaic" ths Cycles rfa.,txsz. 7AS. w tfl
uiae In 6, Lhyt,' M t forasat? At vcoul1J ZL "LeT& 110. W" t
vhich 'vcni'd V-xAa4 ttW ra2alu 09 ye IZ 4 kb tW?, 3±0l
nrhioCh etmntri l1A to. the total OZ~at~ oth a n~~v~T
what the otatillclal spaetrnl att4.,o$, M;hpo to dc,4 1h~t stz~
car§,"t onsli tnacioni to a ej~actnvy&0 the u&e' uz21d r4I 1i iotA';Iv
U4tal WWSant. h &ap1Atude Of thc evarve at rac&l P t1mt 41izhl
rolat.,1ve oft,2%ttDiA to OP. tWWI T'Triatas ci t! v-+q~ Zumoy e
tc,?&sz smptni- s-lf,\lysepwesults the tuavquncicc, inLtt~
cdItfewart tisna txrloa are otiat;togetheor". If we tIva?.
Uric tIm 0erl0 art corvslate4azx iv aa ~tw a r xxptt icol.ttc
If w to~ fl we~u 'Wis whoiiuin ttea oonsl'tlhr, Meo An QO;
eors Ampurtaut use, of t2~e cross ~ fl(flmCar be $In £Id4r. Uiat (MC,
appazcontljy Lln~o:.reatad, arlev, appear iadapan4nt crly keinuteD 2-vo>
era positively correlated In SMI &zsquoitzas and mcaivl Iri
Brefy a2 thzey and mthtod of sr~xAtwU arAlyLtc~ ft bawdc w.
tha cwrzT:latfln function. If9 a tle sewia Ie s uenmplate-l zffl
by I f L ±s the lag at M~ vbe ve the ewe ,7t
- -.--.~*-~lll--C -TI- ~LI
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if T is the length of the recorde then the autocovwrilnce function
is defined by
T/2
C(L) lm
T on
if we let
I
P(w) lic -
T c T
S
-/2
T/2
-/2
X(t) * X(t+L) * dt
X(t) * e It dt]
then
1
C(L) a- 2rW I P(w) e dw
where P(w) describes the power spectrum of a stationary random series.
The Fourier transform of equation (3) gives the power spectrum of
the autocovarianoe function0
P(w) = C(L) e L
C(L) must be an even function since a time series correlated
with itself at lag L Is the same as a time series correlated with
itself at lead L, So we may uee a one sided cosm transform to
compute the power spectrui
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Mf et
- ) C C~ CoL) * uc uL dl (5)
in none o~ the time ooies prvatnted here does the lenngth T
%qpreach Infinrity, T is reeruin3d > y MAt Where IN izs the number
of observations sanSled at :Lnttrva At Ia n the re al tte Bseran%
A l the ave-ge vlue end 3 i o the sitandard deviatAlon The autc
coirzelation is Cefined by
(XC X)(X X)
r(L) - ------- ()
wL) like C(L) is the correlation as a functlu.i o? lao We can
rapb r(L) to give an autocorrelogmam which iv alnply r vs L. INext
xs perform bFxconlc snlysis on to autocorrelogram.
We are deoling with !inite lengthI, finite incrawisnt and consse-
quently finite lags in our real awlee, So if the maximum lags aivi
a the longest period detectable on the auntocorrelogram is 2m. The
aortest is Z$t without allasing, It we call 2m the fundaental perl do
we let k be the number of the harmonie oi the fmda=eental 2trequency.
$lnce a are dealing with a disovote weries0 va tOifsform Wy meanf, of
as modifed Fourier mriea Srasted of an integral, Since the asut-
covorianc sta be even we ne the cosine sirIes alone,
-- -~-- -  ---- - ---~ -u+P-------~ - ~-- --- ------- ^~~1-~1~"11*
0 2
it P ke Inilotted as a 10mtin~ of V/21 mt the~ mrmling- cmiv
Is a emoothed vewsion of Vm- nomalftd a3petinfva ofhe rt JM
aed) O
inThe Crso the a elto dehip (~AW1 but, lo ac t upetely
iarilye by~a toth lveadctm Ta lil-tior (we h)( e ttw Lres Xt
an Y r~gthe v crows em".Fortiolm is~cn1; na~~ii$o
aafl the a ~ot the incd thelir. (Xie iXY Yrthc henai tcaka
s~eries It .is 90 degr'ees out of phame with It* So it is cailed tha
quadratuwe spettume Q.
21h 77Lk
Q'~ 5Y (9)
tpracta ce tkq jrad3atua i ipactrni Iti caamltad by - A ttact ing tba
cros sovazircetp 2t3-Lu izrorma the cross oovariacxi, A , +, ard
sinice :4 {th2 cct~octrumt is tb- inpitbam ecopcnwit tf acIrrelat.c
ddtcralnd by tl,* cooin. ts3rnafl'hmnztics, end rltem Qtb It qdadratur'
specttumtO Is Ceterai±ied t4 oiaoSa30; We IIIam two rtot1 ipcwnts
of the total coral&ZAlon0  aini P d Q? caupm;tfali3 4 o-1wr2l.sw the
voctor con'elrtion R raliet the co~tmrmeq The m%dnitB af thW,
colivronm ~ 9 2 Q 2 W1110 hile 'l uarg'ent w c 'tai Qt&P
'-k k k
In Vt phase taigle.
Coa~nfience iLimli can tt i pprxnmted for a powe. spectwia by
t!Q of a CA-c4tt test f ci moruaaly d,' .trinted d~ta4  Fi rst we
i&ncvu the d~greovi of fweedc'a = (SW - tm Thiu Information has
beesr aomnbc'd =1d appearrs in Table 1. Second the confideneot fliits
o.:e bs eabimateJ Ly computing tber citmwe o? the population verianco
W162 at a,- keattd significtnca aevve1. The populatIon mrarincew (02)
ca be cOaut(~d by opens of the Chi-raquan distwibut"i>2n by
whore NO=r the value obtaln-d fm the Chiocfqwwo distrifrition at a
specific probv'bilhty and nwrter of degresioga freedotQ
1_41111_1111_ ~ -.--_i~^~---C----.~-i~-ll. .~ -~-11111--~- - - 1-~11 ------l ~ly~
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f n= umber of degre of greedow
Sa popUlation variance
i 3 esti~ate of population variance (i.e. for value computed
for the power spectrmn.
Confidence limits for the coherence of the cross spectrum are
given by Panofeky and Brier (4). The formula applicable to the
coherence as it appears here is given by equation (11).
.26
Confidence Limit = (1- p ) 251)
ahere p is the probability level which in our case is 5,. Z Is
a function of degrees of freedom f so that in our case
Z = 1/(f - 1) = 1/84 .
Thus for 95% confidence limits equal .43.
__1~1__1_ ^ .1..111-1-~__11^11 .1
I.- Corpuzon1ar radiationt
~s ~s Bolaw radiation In alther electromargn.,Ale. or coe~~9t~ krpu sulay,
We amo Investigating her Possibility of foeatn the eox-
pueauar since it Is 'the cw kzardous to ra sp~e ~ii~Tho
corpaecua1r radiation eneckmtered in space will actually ke ecw 8 ooaE d
of cOLTi-Al radiation of up to 10 1 etrcn volts (f"C'M extra slba.
or extar&galctic orlgin) down to the 1EV rage Me1 MEV4iV r&ia Is
atfttwid here a , being most Liportant), The high eree y eooic radlea
toi i not btwudied becauv it is mi~ething we anuat live vita and
i.l lsimply add to the bac gwcotiind radiatoc The low ene-yW cop-
puocu2la radiation which adds to thE earth's ring, cu:'remnt Is that
whiich is an&,ir I etioateno I to thiv rai~tion w hich has tie
greatut potcntial ham, It may be debterred by "active"l or '11paseive-1
shieldinrg IV~p t may be fortecatab)e, Its variation way b!:? rep e-
sonted by gvcs~mLwet actIity. Its indtices are, thareforeg t1ov c f
geomagntic obwervatione,
2. Electrc' tic re'iation
The cvole elect gnete xsypectrum I-e3 Gaul ast dive& in
~L-~-~L -LI-C --~slll-LI-U-I-~I..I .II-.LL_1-X~Y~----L--1*~_I
12X* INDCES
, I
pamrte Una
a TP r, io ~tm a U go at; a M*WJL'suZ sol803ar atv2t
1-t a'a TIporttnt for radottccaico i~~t~nocI tranmmli--t
vnma littl1e othe? motivat inge~i
Is2 -t 1oir~ h1e ti h
;Jtxee .29 at d 10 nicrao, IS, wutm: rm about £S% tV" tt g;Oltr
, :ach'atoci pmwcam It 1l, a pee w iIWsatt of? aSflea tuteAit?" 11iIo it
ts r cerl: ant 0 as will ba t'0n
tmognette nae lsttb gniattr ttzm .20 !W-oato Atosii te aetu"ml
jomer ls very 1,ll eotward %Aih thovisbt Apt~z loFB~tW~
ionizirin hikl variable0. and.$ ~ s W~~yt&~~~at
S&Aag rd~&ation Is wear wantec Iin each of Its ~acoIvy tlb
ind.1e.es list& earliew7. T~le 1I ti-;Poz a ors-&tw "a the ataorrri
TAiLZ II,., INDWCE:5 OF BrL;0 COMPOI~T~fS
Qw=.ntity to bc- L eii§-f ;~t~hdot~~citr of
:fep.*z ted LLa ud ex A n co la:, mAdiatol
Ban~ds 14KI Ieacllm N.7
30o"-- un$ild cl Akp Vowu mal
Ras t=4 n1io iapcti
Pn AD ~ ASf% % O ? a
by -^V)~gU&, ristlonD g reomanatica In.?08 Ci -1. DACI-o wap
C1 iv a smsubat sujecV~ve wxev W? ge agtic actvity,
It Ina baced cnu P- thee poiw gi-ading cyate IPA whh fir Jv a qul
da-. n Is a nomial dlay and tuo Is a ditiuzbed day .C1ll atal
a nauaswue of cJmage In e~g
U-2amig to fMmd 11-Cl ws we tbzge a peak at eleven years*
cur o solar crigino Thlis confafTma at least part o2 ouw b:Tpothesia,.w
3mn1l and resolution =Ms the P.2 yea~r caycleo it there Is one, So
12. thezre le a 22, year paw-odicity In th solnr wind ",t Inog 88,andary
iqortmcm com~pazed to the 11 yeta~ cycle,
Tivs~ baels1 of Tulm' s imhod ofi dw em-inIMr a opettua 1.9 the
we find oalts lIn Bond 1-C at 5. &' and 2676 yars 'N a cneude that
vaind oacillatimi Is not winoa and Is probmatly aL tmea~l imumt im
kept in mind If the whytbm xz:Io rf foea n Js Lud.
-M6-
TPe 12 I ezAr oscllation of tlA solar v4Ind dtes n ct alo' nearly
as atront a p oP'e as demo tte sun tpot indhx (moe Buam X-RSIS)
This is patly because the corputmalar source rzleglons apparntly
oscilltes in ind out of p-hase with t shnspts in a 22 year Cycle.
This type of oscillation plame a greater perent of the total
vtarianca in tl 22 year aycflo at the expensa of the 11. It i, for
this reason that I would expect a longer time series wit better
resot i1cn to show slgniicant power at 22 yares
Of signinflccaice to the space traedlev is the 6 months cycle,
This cycle appears not only in Bad 19-Cl but alto in Band 111-Ap.
My interpretaion is that if thes indices are truly reprosentative
of corpuscula, radiation, then the radiation is a funtction of helloa
graphic latiti 4s. We kn that sunspots are a fiction of Alic-
graphic latitide, They reach a aaxsuimn Ptween 5 and 20 degreen NCr T&
and outh latitude If the source regions of solar oarpasoula d r sa .
tion exhibit tihe .m latitudinal pretferaces then ve would expect
corpuscular radiation at the earth to be maxiun tvIce per year.
The firtt maximum is reached egwn the eas th ~aches its maximum
heli'graphic latitude of 7 deg north, a minimum, as it passes throuI g
the line of &acending nods; a weond maxi=zma; ,hen it reacheSWa 7 dt
south baltographic latitudeao and, a secoand ntnianc e as It passes t e
line of iscenring nodes, This is signiflant to the space trawveloru
_~ I~-~-i..l-lllll^-i-X--II-- -  1_ --l--I-XI
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not from a time consdiration but from the fact that less solar wind
may be expected in the sun~ equatorial plane. This may be of
great importance in choosing interplanetary transfer ellipses.
2@ Average planetary amplitude Ap (geoagnetic)
The regularly observed three hourly range index is assigned
for eight three hour periods during the Greewvich day* The scale
is a quasm-logagithmic one that has a range from 0 (very quiet) to
9 (very disturbed) and which is divided into incresente of one third
of a unit, From the average of the eight ~tre hourly range indices
Ap is derived by means of a weighted average* This gives the desired
daily index used for Band 111.
Bank IlI-Ap shows unquestionably the 6 month oscillation discussed
under Index Ci, Further it shows the 27 day cycle characteristic
of any parameter which rotates with the sun. The overtones are also
unistakiable indicating a non-sinusoldal oscillation, Ward believes
that these overtones at higher harmonics may actually have s signi-
ficance, This might mean for example that the third overtone at nine
days would result from a tendency for corpuscular source regions to
space themselves at 120 degree Intervals around the am. At other
times Veegions might occur in pairs to account for the second over-
toneg etc. It is hard to tell how much of the overtones are real and
how much are induced by the atbematical procedure,
~r-_-_--- ~-s~l-- ~---- I _ _x^~.------r-xl- -----^ -r _
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14 Sunpot Nmber 888
Sunspot rnmber is a Iona term idx obseravd in the vie-al
nspctrinz Qt measmte of solar activity in general., This is the
saMe iMes W defined by V1o1f Jn Zurich in 1849. ThX &MMsot number
0 an indicator of solar activity not power, Since it is a ratcsr
slao moeving hndeox it is used in Bands I and I1 only,
Much is alveady krnm of thin parlodicitiaO of RSS, The eleven
year cycle ny be a harmonic of the 184 year Cycle, We fPrther know
thiat the cycle is not sinusoidal nor syametrici ita average length
of rise is 6.6 years while its avaMraje sanlng time is 4,4 years.
Thq chaps of the oscillation tes also a 2untion oit amsplitude. This
is a good chocl of the spectral analysis technique ased, We exspoct
most poier a; eleven years with overton08 due to avsyas;t3 of the
cycle. Band 2-85 bears thic cut thereby confirminZ validity of tvre
method, Band 11--kSS shows little of impottaice due to the sampling
Ainteral; in fact it oWaS nothing that Bank !-4s5 does not show bettctr
2. Solo2 radio noism SiN
Since the sunspot number is a rather slot aoving index, we
e solar radio nolase to tell of solar activity on a ohrt term
basic, Like iS, we observe solar radio woiae diroctlya Like 11SS0
SRN is not a masure of solar pormer but, activity. It measures noice
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in the 10.7 centimter wave length Thus e are looking at the
sun through thE radio window. To determine Rt8 we looked at the
sun through the window in the visible spectrum.
Band II1-RN sho0s unistakably that there is power in low
frequencies and at 27 days. Since thre are no overtones of 27 days
we conclude that thies s a more sinusoldal oscillation than the
f3~auations of Ap, Since no other oscillations appearo it is likely
the solar activity shows no other cycles between 27 and two days.
It might also be concluded that solar radio noise Is associated with
spots on the sun which rotate with it Ward has found in fact that
spectrally SU eand RSO are nearly identical at least down to one day.
. _ndex of. .8oar Power P
The pyrbellometric index was used because it is a direct seasure
of solar power In fact the visible spectrume as defined earlier,
falls ithin the band width of the pyheliaometer. Fortunately our
atmosphere is transparent to most of the visible spectrum. The
pyrhelioastric index appears in all three spectral bands since the
record is long and since it measures the majority of solar radiation.
The pyrbeliometric index used to compute Bands I and 11 is slightly
different frco that uned for Band I1. Each datua of the time series
of Bands I and II is a composite of observations from Blue Hill, Mass,;
1___1_
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Madison, Wise.; Lincolno Neb,; Table Mountain, Calif. Albuquerqueo
New Nexico; and Boston Mass. The index is the percent of the overall
normal in yearly and seasonal increments. The reason for using
several stations is to make the index independent of terrestrial
position (i.e. eliminate local eftects).
The index used to coapute Band III is composed of the same
stations except Boston and Albuquerque have been omitted, This
index was also percent of the overall mean, It had the distinction
of having the one year oscillation, which appeared in Band 11. re-
moved. This seasonal trend was removed by normalizing with respect
to one third month increments throughout each year.
Willett (8) bas shown that there is a correlation of the
pythelioetric index with long te2a solar activity, Willett's graph
of the pyrhellometric index shows a tendency to follow the geomagnetic
pattern over the 22 year cycle4  For this reason we look to Band I-Ci
for a verification, There is a very slight peak at 22 years but
length of series, number of lags etc. result in such broad confidence
limits that no significance can be attached to any of the peaks which
appear. Band 11-P shows a tendency for the spectrum to crescendo to
a peak at one year. Howevero machine error or sampling error may
have been the cause for the dimple where the peak should be. This
annual cycle is easily seen in the time series by inspection of the
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data, Thilrs a2sCVral trend vwas rmCoaved before ccmputiAr Batd I111-P
since an annual oytce is wnoubtedly due to the terzvsrial atmosphere,
Band i1 Mhw aio solar attribuitbe 05cilltion, le there i0 any
power in this band it is in thEc larer rteqcukea
1, Oenorul
There is very little erergy in tha high frequency electro-
magnetic spectrza corapared ith thAt 'i the visible npectrus, What
there ise 1uwever, is very potent becwwe of its great ionising pow'Aaers
Although it is believed to be highly varlable0 it cannot W. 'easured
diroctly,. except by space vehiele So us are not smwav of ,ts vartl
bilty. It does heat and lonise somei of the tupper Iayere The re-
salt of heatirg and/or ionting provide the means mhere by we may
measure it indivectly"' Firat of all these effecte a8fect a chaztwse in
the gomagetic field& Second this changes the radio tra-nmission
chcracteristics for voe radio frequencies
Ths e m y detect a ihang In the high frequency radiation by
measuring eitLher the ge oanetic field or the radio trnamission
characteristics, In either case9 houeverp there will probably be a
component due to corpuscoulor radiatioi whiic must to eliminated.
2. Deviation from the normal magnetic declination A)
__IY_~__ _3 ^ ~_ _ _~___ _*~_~_~j -__~_ -^~-_~~--~
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AD is derived from the delination variation in the recordo
of Greenwich and Abinger Englmndc It repreents the fluceuation og
the high frequency spectrum of the sun's electroag etic radiation.
This radiation through heating and/or ionizing warps the geonagnetic
field, Since part of this distortion Is attributed to corpuscular
radiation only the five "quiet days" of each month were used. Use
of the quiet days reduces the corpuscular component, Willett (8)
defines and explaine this index in his Scientific Report No. 1o
In Band I-AD there is obvious power in the eleven year cycle.
Band 11-D shows very great power in the annual cycle. An annual
cycle is typically characteristic of electromagne ic radiation as
evidenced by the pytheliometric index. In this case since the mse
surements were made at a single station quite far north the annual
cycle is even more evident.
The six months peak is harder to explain. It may simply be an
overtone of the annual cycle. It could also be due to the heliographi
latitude effect. That is the effect discussed in connection with Band
II-Ci, wherein the earth receives more corpuscular radiation at the
extremes of heliographic latitude than when it passes through the sun'sa
equitorial plane. So if there ls a real peak at six months, it could
either be the corpuscular radiation component of the index or indication
that, like corpuscular radiationo the high frequency radiation is at a
.~-1111
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minimum in the solar equatorial plane.
3, Critical frequency of the F2 layer. foF2
As the ioniEig radiation Impinges on certain layers of the
upper atmosphere iit ncreases the Ion density. The higher the Ion
density the higher mut be the radio frequency which is not reflected
by it, It is the lowest frequency which will pass through the ion
layer unreflected that is used as an index of the high frequency spec-
trum. This frequency is called the critical frequency.
The ion desities of the E a nd F layers of the Ionosphere are
proportional to the magnitude of the component of high frequency
radiation incident upon them, The critical frequency pattern is an
indicator of the pattern of the high frequency spectrwo, This is
how we know that it is a measure of it. To be more spocific the cri-
tical frequency patterns reain fixed with respect to a helio-
terrestrial radial vector whose origin is centered in the sun and
terminates in the earth's oenter. This line of slight effect It char-
acteristic of electromagnetic radiation while the latitudinal effects
characterlme corpuscular radiatlon.
The critical frequency of the F2 layere OS, f does not typify the
pattern just described as well as ktE and fOFi do. This is exemplified
by the fact that the 72 layer does not disappear at night when the
electromagnetic radiation ceases, Unfortunately continuity of records
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IV, COR R~i ION IN TIE TIME D2iN
Spectral analysis has shown how much ol the time series were
correlated with themselves at various frequncies. Table III gives
a gliapse at the uatocorrelation coefficients up to two days log.
It can be seen that SRN is the most persistent indexg, 1o6 the next
and Ap third. The P index io poorly autocorrelated from one day
to the next probably because of the many gaps in the data.
It is also interesting to note how poorly the quantities are
correlated with each other. The correlations although low are gen-
erally significant because of the length of the series used. 05%
confidence limits fall at about .031 while 99% confidence is at .040.
Solar wind appears to be most highly correlated with foF2 secon-
darily with RN. The lag correlations also show greater correlation
than contempory. For this reason we next move to cross spectral
analysis for an explanatlon.
^WOMMUM~iW*
TABL III111 C LATIONS (in the time domain)
Given below are three correlation tables at 0. 11 and t2 days
leg. reqpectively. The sense of the lag Is indicated by the position
above or below the diagonal drawn on the table from upper left to
lower right. The coefficient listed in each column-line intersection
always represents the lag correlation when the column index values
are correlated with the line index values 1 or 2 days later. For
exmple SRN(0)* Ap(+l) = .046 while Ap(0)* SRN(+I) = .027.
BRN
Contemporary
Correlations
_1
day
lag
d2
days
lag
SRN
P
foF2
Ap
P
foF2
Ap
SRN
P
Ap
1
.038*
it lag
.0a3
4ZQ~
P
.009
1
.028
-,021
-. 018
foF2
.038*ILs
.03 0
.030*
Ap
-. 002
1
.034*
-. 008,aJsog
ANl~
.027
,005
Am.'
Underline indicates that the correlation is significantly different
from zero with 99% confidence, while
* signifies only 95% confidence.
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V. CROSS SPECTRA
Band 111-Ap and Band III-RN each show copious power at the solar
rotation period. Since both indices are so strong in this frequency
and since they are significantly correlated (see Table 11I) it ras
hoped that their *cre spectruf would show similar power so that we
could use the ensuing phaso angle as a forecasting tool.
Unfortunately there is no such power at the 7th harmonic (see
figure 13). Even though we may not use the results for rhythg fore-
casting, there is important information which can be gleaned from
the analysis.
When we considered the individual spectra (Bands III Ap and SRN),
we saw that there In little or no power in the high harmonice. The
last detectable peak Is in Band lII-Ap at about 5.5 days. Thus any-
thing in the cross spectrum at higher frequencies Is of minor signi-
focance or due to chance. Thus if anything is to be explatned by the
spectrum it will be between the first and .4th harmonics. In this
region the speetre is characterized by a st.aro auadrateR__ _eatru.
Lven though no one peak shows any significant power there is a con-
sistent tendency for the SRN to lead Ap. For this reason a plot was
j_ __11 - __1^-1~-11.~^ 1^
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made (see figure 14) of the lead of SRN in days vs. harmonic period
(or frequency).
In the lower frequencies the lead time seems to be longer avereging
four to ten days, This is about the length of time that we might
expect from the time we first detect RN on the sun's limb until it
has rotated to a full face attitude. This ties in with Anderson's
idea of forecasting,
Proaska on the other hand suggeste a two day lead from his key
day method. According to this spectrum the two day lead is due to
the shorter period fluxations (I.e. 5 days to a fortnight).
Some mention should be made as to why two series oscillating at
the same frequency (e.g. Ap and SGR associated with the solar rotation
period), show no correlation at this same frequency whan cross cor-
related. Tbh simplest answer is that the phase angle, j, is not con-
stant. An example of this can be given if we assume for a moment that
8RN associates itself with spots and Ap with M-region activity. In
general radio spots last for a very few solar rotations while M-regions
are somewhat more persistant. So a noisy spot which is following an
N-reglon by two days may die out and a new apot may appear which is
ahead of the M-region by three days. It was hoped that cross spectral
analysis would tell us if there is any preferred relative position
these regions have to each other, It could be that there is a preferred
_I~g_ _(III_ __1
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!ead-lag arrangement but one %hich is a function of tie or ~iunoot
eycle. If this were the cae, Tukey's method could not detect it
unless the time series were broken up Into many short ser±es, there-
by reducing confidence.
B, A vrsus P
Since P showed little in the way of oscillations there was no
particular cycle under investigation. The only noticable peak in
at 9 to 10 days. ilthough this peak could easily be a result of chance,
it could also be due to the normalising procedure used to eliminate
the seasonal trend. The 1/3 monthly means were subtracted out In
about 10 day increments. This shows up slightly in Band 111-P. In
Band ll-Ap one of the harmonics appears at about 9 days. The two
parameters probably show some joint power at 10 days for this reaso,.
Thus while the visible spectrum contains the most physical energy
it gives no help to rhythm forecasting its own time series nor any
other time series. This is particularly in evidence due to the in-
consistency of the phase angle which unlike the Ap-SRN relationship
passes from lead to six times in the first 34 harmonics. The quadra-
ture and coepectra are inconsistent, alternating between small posi-
tive and negative correlations.
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The correlations in Table III show foF2 and Ap to be correlated,
FPethoer the correlations reach a maximus as Ap lags fto2 by one to
two days, This would tend to bear out the two day lag theory dis-
cuseed in connection with SRN. However, when we look rt the cross
spectra the results me disappointing. In the first place there is
no power under the 27 day cycle wherein the two have individual power.
In fact there appears to be no harmonlc in which the tvo are correlated
except the 94th. In this cycle of two days the to are negatively
correlated giving a phase angle of one day, Since the cycle is two
days this man either a lead or l of one day. So a two day cycle
with a 1800 phase angle could explain the results in Table Ill, The
rest of the harmonice show little power. There is a slight amount of
consistency free the first to 32nd harmonic. Unfortunately the re-
sulting phase angle has fo2 following Ap by one day (see figure 17).
The conclusions ae that the results are inconsistent and weak
so that little solar wind can be forecast by foZF.
^r--_ r*
VI, OUNCIUi'IONS
In preparing for extended space voyages which inclides manned
space stations, the planners should take into account the elever
year solar wind cycle. Howevers it is shown that sola? wind osall-
lations are not necessarily coincident with sunspot activity. so
sunspot number should not be used as a measure of solar wind.
In the shorter term spectral analysis indicates that the earth
experiences a six months cyole in the solar wind. This half year
period is undoubtedly due to celestial geometry. This may mean that
the optimum plane for an interplanetary transfer orbit is that of
the solar equator.
The highest frequencies that appear In the spectral analysM e aO e
due to the solar rotation period. Solar parameters such as Ap, foF2,
SRN, eta, respond to the solar rotation periods such the sameway that
our weather responds to the earth's rotation. So we use the 27 day
cycle to forecast the times of solar wind maxima the s as we u
the diurnal change to forecast time of surface temperature maxima.
The 27 day cycle is complicated somewhat by the overtones which nay
simply be induced by the mathematics of the method. On the other hand
the overtones may mean that corpuscular sources on the sun tend to for;
-L-i..~l I1I~ IZL
In pairs at s~ow times, in thees at othor times, etc.
Correlation coefficients indicate that solar wind is correlated
significantly though weakly with all but the pyrhellosetric index.
Since leg correlations were better than contemporary ones spectral
analysis was next used to find the lag relationship.
Cross spectral analysis was performed to t ry tofind in which fre-
quency the indices were correlated. It was also felt that the indices
may be more highly correlated than the straight correlations shoun in
Table 111, The higher correlation would be due to the series positively
correlated in some frequencies and negatively in others. However, in
the spectra investigated no significant power appeared at any t pecifi
frequency. In the SRN-Ap spetra there was some conasistant power in
the quadrature spectrum in the proper frequencmea. The ensuing phase
angle indicated a 2 to 10 day lag of Ap. This coupled with the cor-
relations of Table III add credence to the contentions of both Frohaska
and Anderson.
It should be remembered that these conclusions are based on the
assumption that the indices need are representative of the solar para-
meters. Although SRN is a direct easure of solar radiation in only
one of the myriad of solar radio frequencies, its correlation with
sunspot activity is so high that we may define it as being a measure
of solar activity. P is basically a measure of solar power but Part II
_,, Y~..._~._I_~.~_~_~~.~p --.r~--r~-r.r~--x~. --~------~-IIII- .-. ~^I^I~---L~C
of thic thesis is devoted to explaining Its varifance. The reprmm-
tativeness of A; and foF2 as sola wind and ionizing radiation cars
only be proved with long records oZ santellite data.
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1, INTRODUCTION
To say that solar radiation is vitally important is an under-
statement since practically all forms of energy found on Earth can
be traced to it. As Cunniff (1) has pointed out, normal incidence
radiation (that which is received on a surface at a right angle to
the sun) is of direct interest to agriculturalistso engineers etc.
The radiant energy, measured at observatories such as Blue Hill, is
classified as the visible spectrumn as defined in Part 1. Although
twe emitted energy is constant the seasrements of it at the obser-
vatories are highly variable. It is the purpose of this part of the
thesis to determine the relative importance of some of the many fac-
tors which contribute to the variance of solar radiation measurements.
First we study the source to see if solar activity itself can be
used to explain some of the variations in the measurements of the
normal incidence radiation.
Much of the variance is due to celestial and terrestrial geometry;
this we eliminate. Some variance may be due to human and instrument
error; this we ignore. The rest of the variance is duo to atmospheric
fluctuations; this we investigate.
Not only do we use the mateorological parameters to explain
______s~ I_ _ (.l-l -~ ~-yl l -l- .----9-11_111111- 1- --.IC ~
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statistically the variance in the obiervations but also to explain
statistically the reason for non-occurence of the observations.
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11. SOLAR VARIANCE
It is generally believed that solar output variability is not
preceptible by the pyrhelicmeter. Willett (5)0 however, has shown
a correlation of pyrheliometric observations with long-term solar
activity. The pyrhellometrio index appears to have the same 22-year
oscillation that many solar parameters have.
The correlation with solar activity is probably indirect. That
is it the fluctuations of the pyrheliometer were due to change in
emitted energy it would probably have been discovered many years
ago by the Smithsonian "solar constant" seekers. The variability is
more likely due to the atmospheric transparency change induced by
corpuscular or high frequency electromagnetic radiation. This trans-
parency change could be affected by formation of an ionized layer.
This might attenuate the radiation in some frequencies of the "visible
spectrum". On the other hand, it might be that the transparency is
altered by a change in general circulation induced by the solar
activity. However, an ionizing effect would tend to decrease the
pyrhellometric observation and respond almost instantaneously to the
change in Ionizing radiation. This is at least the reaction of the
ii CIX~nI^-I---^ _-~.1I1 --1I ^~-~~ .-I-_ --X-WI_
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L and F layers to electromagnetic radiation. On the other hand, a
meteorological effect would probably show a lag responce and could
act to either increase or decrease the pyrheliometric readings with
an increase in ionizing radiation@
So the attempt here lo to see if there is any lag correlation of
P with solar activity and whether the correlation is negative or
positive.
B. Folaw Indicnp
The solar indices used to explain the pyrheliometric variance are
the same as those described in Part 1. They are
Ap Planetary amplitude (geomagnetic) a measure of solar wind
SRN Solar radio noise a measure of solar activity
P Pyrhelionetric a measure of solar power
,oF2 critical tfequency of the F2 layer a measure of ionizing radiation
C Cor S -lations
Table III on page 20 shows the correlations of the solar indices
contemporarily and at lage The pyrhelioeetric Index does not show a
high correlation with any solar index. It doese howevere show a con-
sistent correlation ivith foF2 which is above the confidence limits.
The correlation appears to increase with lag.
_1~______L__ 111^ -
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The BRN index also shows an improvement in correlation with lag.
Although the contemporary correlation is nearly zero lag correlations
improve such that the correlation rises above the 99% significance
level when P lags SRN by two days.
The P index appears to be independent of tip. What little cor-
relation there is, ii negative.
Thus we see a tendency for P to show its best correlations at
lag. For this reason the lags were extended to 94 days. To better
represent these correlations at la , the method of Tukey was again
used. That is the correlations are expressed in the frequency domain
by means of spectral bands (see ippendix I1).
So we might conclude from the straight correlations appearing in
Table III that the pyrhellometric measurements are affected by solar
changes. This supports Wlllett's findings In that the pyrheliometric
readings increase with increasing radiational activity. Since the cor-
relation is positive and increase with lag, we would suspect that this
part of the variance is due to a meteorological effect.
One possible explanation of the phenomenon is that the heating by
the ionizing radiation dissipates noctilucent clouds thereby letting
more radiation through. This theory has some statistical merit and is
being investigated by the author.
It should be pointed out that, although solar fluctuations account
I_ I^~~llll --^ LII~ II-CL-. I -I ..~~---.1.-~~--- ~1^111 ~I11~1-_I- rL
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for only a tiny part of the total variance, this fraction could have
great impact on the general circulation. Although meteorological
quantities can explain the rest of the total variance they do so dif-
ferently at each individual station. On the other hand, solar indices
account for variance on a planetary basis.
D. Soectral Analysis
The spectrum of the pyrheliometric index appears in Bands 1, 11
and 111-P of Appendix III. The abscissas of the bands are harmonics
which are converted to oscillation periods in Appendix II.,
Bend I-P was an attempt to see the 22-year cycle. Although the
peak appears at 22 years we cannot trust it with any degree of con-
fidcnce. Uachine limitations and time series limitations resulted
in confidence limits too breead to put on the graph,
Band II-P shows great power under the annual cycle. This yearly
cycle appeared to be spread out over several frequencies in Band 11-P.
However, inspection of the data showed there to be a definite seasonal
trend. The yearly trend was removed from the data for Band III-P. The
annual cycle is the most dominant of all cycles in the pyrheliometric
index,
Band III-P is then composed of a time series with all significant
low frequency oscillations removed. Since the low frequency power
~~I
due to the one year cycle is hopefully removed we can look more closely
for a suspected six months cycle. There is some reason for suspecting
a semi-annual cycle because, if P is affected by the presence of
noctiluoent cloads, it should display a semi-ennual oscillation as
they do. The six months cycle appears weakly as hoped.
The other cycle, which was suspected, is the 27 day (solar rota-
tion) oycle. It is not present. It is possible, however, that there
is a weak 27 day period which is masked by the noise of the series.
This noise was induced by the lack of continuity of the series.
LT Crose-Snectral Analsis
Two time series apparently uncorrelated may appear so only because
they are positively correlated in some frequencies and negatively
correlated in others. In addition crose-spectral analysis gives the
lead-lag relationships at each frequency.
BN is a measure of solar activity which showed a slight correla-
tion with P at two days lag in Table III. The cross spectrum, how-
evere shows little or nothing. It we wish to search for the lag re-
lationship we must first look at the individual spectra, (Bands III-
P and WRN). While 8RN shows a trace of power out thirty some harmonicso
P shows its last tiny peak at 23 days (harmonic 8). For this reason
we cannot put much faith in any harmonic beyond 8 in the cross spectru
-42-
(ee figure 17). Between 6 months and 23 days SRN leads P by
3 to 10 days which is consistent with the results of table III but
with little degree of confidence.
The cross spectrum of Ap with P is figure 15. The cross spectrum
like the straight correlations of Ap and P in Table iii shows near
Independenoe of the two indices.
foF2 in Table 111 is the most highly correlated with P. However 0
the results of the cross spectra (see figure 18) are disappointing.
There is no consistency to the correlations nor the lags. Nothing
can be concluded from the cross spectrum.
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111, ATMDSPRERIC VARIANCE
1. General
People such as engineers and agriculturalisto often need to
have some estimate of normal incidence radiation when direct mea-
surements are not available. For this reason Cunniff (1) suggests
use of visibility as an index of it. In order to extend Cunniff s
work Blue Hill observations were also used in this thesis, Howevero
so as not to duplicate his works the nladices were modified. In an
attempt to find wherein some of his unexplained variance lay, other
indices were added. While the time series used here includes the
period covered by Cunnitf, it is much longer and spans the period from
1 January 1947 to 1 January 198.
2. Pyrheliowetric indfx
Cunniff's study showed the dependence of normal incidence
radiation on air mass and time of year. So as not to duplicate this
work our index was made independent of air mass by taking a daily
average and seasonally independent by normalizing. Normalizing was
affected by dividing each datum by its cumulative ten day mean. The
time series was plagued with discontinuities. Only on 1546 of the
11_1~__ _ __~__1 n(1_1111 111_ ^  .... .-_1_1_111 ~~~--~-LII-~~
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4018 day were obobserations recorded.
3. Visibility index
Visibility is an index of the degree of contamination (dust,
haze, smokes etc.) in the atmosphere measured in the optical wave
lengths of the visible spectrum, The maximum rather than the average
visibility was used. Maximum visibility is more representative of
the air mass than average. This is because local contaminations (ea-
pecially over Boston, 10 miles north) effect the average visibility
but rarely have a bearing on the attenuation of the dfrect solar beam.
4. Cloud indices
iance meteorological balloon data is not taken at Blue Hill
there Is little in the way of upper air measurements. On index of
the state of the sky, through which the radiation passes, is the
cloudiness. In order to glean as much information as possible fros
cloud obvervations two indices were formed.
&a. he cloud cover index is a measure of the average cloud
cover during the daylight hours. It Is formed by averaging each of
the hourly observations during the time of day when pyrbellometric
measurements are also likely.
be The cloud type Index designates each day as being char-
acterized by low, middle and/or high clouds. This index is somewhat
II~^_L_~ _1___I__I1_ ____ __L _ I _ _II_
zvbjectivz sinme th surane obs23 h: @tJnt give no; r a re
on high cloado as he can n low. ThWo 11 Fot only racxicc ic :1
hide tho higher ones but lto becatea thin cir'ws -i auCh harC fau
see from the mrfaac tbi2 i thin sttatus. For t%4 u ;%Uon Ci2o
is made arwe to prove wrong Ctmanitf'G estaterment that noa Mmal t
radiation measurcments &e mi only when thers tre iw cloudt 2 ou.
of the cumn It is balieved by the atthor that thin &cttdc0o l;;:i.
not oberved may contritbte signi:itl to tbo attenuatlc o thi
direct boa.
For a day to qualify as a day of middle clod.- aa r wg oa O
least one tenth coverage duing tae day light htst: ,c cas no:3: Q Il
qcuAred, For a day to be chcaacteriacd 6y lcm cloude LosaEhat in:
coverage aas required. A day of high clouds neod orly a porhnae w Pea
tracs oi Q.irrus in the bilieT that tset ie noraally r-we Itln Lt:wa
than the observer can actwlly see, Fcg was inot cltiLtied zu 8 Uv
deck.
Them index thus formed for computaticsnal purporzes iAs
0 clear 4 20w and h1aigh ecloude
1 13a clouds only S tiidCle clcuds only
2 l and mialddle cloaude 0 niddle aned high cloudi2
2 lt r, iiddle and high 7 high choud ony
Y_ ~~~Cj ~__~______~_II____I^l__l__ l__i____~ CI _l~_
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5. Funshine index
Te Blue Hill Observatory also records the percent of possible
sunshine during each hour of the day. These observations are com-
bined into a daily index which is the percent of total pes0ible sun-
shine received each day. This index should be very similar to the
average cloud cover index bat it is of interest to see what t t can
explain that the clouds cannot,
6. Vapor pressure index
the Smithsonian investigators showed that water vapor attenuatee
some of the frequencies of the "visible spectroa". In fact using their
radiation Instruments they could measure the precipitable water present
along the path length at the time of the observation. What we are
interested in bhre, however 0 are parameters which are available to the
agriculturalist or the engineer who does not have a normal incidence
radiation instrument at his disposal. Surface moisture content is
such a parameter. For this reason the mid-day surfase vapor pessu
is used to characterise the day.
7. Characteristics and corelations of the indices
In general we may refer to the indices of pyrhellometric vlsi-
bility, cloud cover, sunshine and vapor pressure as X1, (Xo = Po
l1 = vo, 3 = c, X4 z e). Before statistical analysis can be performed
.I_ ----I - I~ -~~-I~-- _--~LLII-I~-C*,
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we should know such things about each index as its distributiono Its
mean etc.,
a. Distributions
Figurea 20 through 24 in Appendix III show that the
pyrbeliometric distribution is the only one which approaches Gaussian.
b. Means:
In general we are interested in three averages of the
indices. The first is the total mean of the index where N = 4018
data points. Second we are interested in the means of the indices
which occur only concurrently with a successful pyraeliometric
observation so that N a 1540. The third type of average is of the
index without a successful pyrhliametric observation where N = 2472c
These means are given in Table A below.
Table A. INDEX MEANS
Total With occurrence Without occurrence
of P of P
p -- 99.004 0
v 31.271 45.286 22.519
e 8.005 3.140 7.894
* 52.192 82.770 33.066
e 99.126 81.744 109.998
c. Units:
in the above table the units are:
~_ _1_ 1XI_ ~~ _i 1~__C__X~I __^___ll__  lrX~___II__^_^- L-. I_-
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p in percent of all time normal for that day
v in statute miles
c In tenth of total sky covered
a in percent of total possible
e in tenths of millibare
d. The standard deviation;
Like the mean, the standard deviation also characterizes
the index. Like the means the standard deviation are divided in three
partss
Table B. bSTAi ND I FVIATION OF INDICES
Total With occurrence Without occurrence
of P of p
-
l 6e807 0
v 24850 24.771 20.515
e 3S.57 2.473 2.408
s 36.721 18.355 32.102
e 65.230 59.945 66.041
e. The variances and covariances:
Por the statitical analyses carried out later the variances
and covariances maust be known Tables C, D and E give these as before
totally with occurrence of p and without occurrence of p.
1.1~.-11_
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Table C, TOTAL COVARIANS
617.514
0C
-40.946
11,370
501.820
-107.434
1348.483
Table D. COVARINNMS WITH OCCURENCES OF p
252.8 w2
013.582
-4.468
-13.114
86.118
700388
134.0896
-33.550
33.00
Table E, COVARI NA.~ a'iHOUT CC~I-ENCF OF p
420.879 -10.747
5.708
290.30DO
-862.725
1030.516
-315.165
4.450
68.677
4301.411
f, Correlation coefficient
One of the end products of the statistical analysis is
the correlation coefficient matrix presented here in Tables F, G. H.
Table F. TOTAL COMRi LATION a
0.550
-0.6871
-0.339
0.201
-0. 142
Table G. CORRELATIONS WITH OCCURRENCE O p
0.028 -0,111
-0.214
0.235
-0,739
-0.270
-0.337
0.165
-0.110
-,4.741
43.926
-340. 8
4254.898
265.903 -272.88
-529.414
24.414
-130.37
3593,4
__4_~_1 /1_^_1__~111_--_-~ ~. CL L -Il~- -~ LIII --- ~^^~LI-IY_
Table He CORRELATIONS WIZhCUT OCCURRENCE (2 p
-0.339 0.45 -0.233 v
-0.811 0.028 c
0,082 8
When first introduced to the subJect of solar Eadiation semzawo-
ments the student is usually told that pyrhelimetric observations
are taken only on days when it is clear. It would be more correct
to say that pyhliometric observations are usually taken on days
when it is "scoatered ' Over the eleven years investigated the
average cloud cove on days when pyrbeliometric oblrvations were taken
wars ,/10 of the sky covered t(ie.s .314).
Clouds are always mentioned aE the sole reason for the non-
occunrence of the pywhe lometri readings. This any be nearly t3re
in a physical sense but not in a statistical sense* This is shown by
the statistical linear discrimemnat function "Z".
In this case we will deal with the clouds index "C" and the
visibility index "v". Vapor pressur end e anshine are not included.
Vapor pressure is excluded because it m se nothing that can blot
out the sun while the sunshine index is aostly contained in "l".
_ ICII---I.L I1.II--^~-. I~Q~-L.IY--.-I-II II -L -- l
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Visibility i used as a measure of particulate matter which may
obliterate te he sun. Cloud cover, always given as the reaeon for non-
occurrence, also is used,
Thus we tore the discrmainunt function
Z a Ae + By (a)
where A and B asw the weighting coefficients, In this cae Z has
the property that the line Z see constant in the two dimensional
c-v space best discriminates between the alternatives of occurrence
or non-occurwence.
The weighting coefficients are chosen in such a way as to maxi-
mise the quantity
T= (z - z ) / variance of Z (b)
because we want Z to be as different as possible for the two groups
(w a with occurrence, *o = without occurrence of pyrheliometri
observation).
To solve for the coefficients we form a matrixo G0 of the variance
between categories times the weighting factor N /Neo a 1548/2472 = 0.0625
Next we form the total variance matrix H. That is G 0.625 X 1 X
H = X j i a 12 or "c" and "v'. The averages of the indices in 0
are taen only when there is a simultsneous pytheliowtric observation
while the total variances of 8 are taken for all values of "c" and "v'.
The coefficient matrix containing A and B is a colmn matrix
~_II^_1__II~_LIIIIIII
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ealled C, This results in an eigen value problem whiere is the
characteristtic roots in the matriz equation
(0 - H)C = 0 (c)
The solution to this particular problem gives X, a 4.93
X2 = 0 so that if we choose A 1I then B = .175 and
Z o + ,175V (d)
However, thia is for cloud cover, co measured on a zero to 10
basis and visibilitye ve in statute miles. It we normalize so that
O =c/setd deviation of C and d v/st deviation of v then
Z 3.36 c + 4.35 v' (e)
This indicates that, on a linear statistical basis,a change irn
visibility has more effect on the sucoess of a pyrheliometrie obse-
vation than does cloud cover The abnormal distributions and
linearity are probably responsible for these unexpected results.
C. £mainitn the VariMuance
In order to find how much each of the parameters effects the
varianoe of the pyrheliometric readingso a linear regression equation
is formed, The equation will take the form
pa Av + B8 + Cc + L E ( 
where p. e V o c, e are the pyr eliometrie visibility, sunshine,
g ___^11.--.iii ~- 1 11111 YI-----l ~-l _~ *-_-~I~_P-- --~  ~ ~ ---- ~
cloud cover and vapor presasre departures; that is the means have
been subtracted out of the indices. A, B, C and D are the relative
weighting coefficients which we eampate and F is the residual unexplained
error. The Indices ae referre d to in general as
X (Xo PC svX so X co X = e)
The primar tem is chosen as the Index best correlated with p,
We see from table 0 that Cunniff was right in choosing visibility as
the best measure of pyrheliometrio variability. Even though vapor
pressure has the next highest correlation (without respect to slgn),
most of its contribution to pyrbeliometric variance has already been
taken care of by visibility with which it is also well correlated.
Thus we form new indioes all of which are made independent of visi-
bility by subtracting out their visibility correlation. The new
indices we give the subscript (a). In mathematical terms the new
indices are;
Given the new indices W gwe find which correlation with P has
the greatest magnitude. In our case the modified sunehine index S0
is the best contributor to the variance of ( .
It is now necessary to form a new set of indices independent of
both v and S(A) to find the third most significant contributor.
-.--.^  __ 111. 1
The index A &b) which Ecorelates highest with .) 3 C(b
Thus we have a lines~ prediction equation
p= 0. /Z v F 0. OV5 s(.. + 0.880) -00 /4 e(abc) (h)
in which the coetficients are
where 3 S 0 4 ab
and i a V a c.o e
It must be remembered that in equation (h) the units are mixed,
thus making the cofftcients meaningless. We must normalize each of
the indices with respet to the standard deviation oo as to make the
coefficients meaningful to the variance of p. So we form ore new
indices XI which equals X dvided by ito own standard deviations.
The normalized equation sax
p = o.26,, o.5, '. o. Ce) - o.oo .l(o.9
___ 1/ /____1_______~____Ill_*((IIIL__I ---411~-1 -(.-1 .-~^. -~------ II~
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All of the components of this equation are independent so it
can be msen that only about 0.4 of variance of p cn be explained
by the four meteorological parameters chosen, We know that a tiny
part of this unexplained variance can be statistically explained by
the solar parameters. We can put equation (h) into the more prao-
tical form.
p = 0.389v + 0.+270s + 0.910 - 0.0142e (j)
which when normalized like equation (1) becomes
p' & .243r' + .1485e' + .1*8c' - .0521e' (k)
Althugh equation (k) has lost orthogenility of its individual
terms it gives the relative weighting of the meteorological parameter
in explaining the variance of p. It also verifies the order of
choice of the parameters. It shows that although vapor pressure has
the second highest correlation with p, it Is the least important
because visibility has already told us most of what vapor pressure
has to offer,
D. Attenuation by ThIn ClozQs
In the belief that thin cirrus play a large role in attenuating the
solar radiation an index of cloud type was fomed. The averages of the
_i-I ---r- -I -~-l-~-r^----~-- - --l--ry_- .~._.. ..-.- -_-- Irrx_-----~--^l-  -Cn.
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pyrhellosetric index were found whn low clouds were presents when
amiddle clouds wre present and when high clouds were pweernt& It wns
expected that the average pyrheliometric reading with the presence
of cirrus would be lower than the over all mean, Higher than normal
readings were expected with low clouds. The reason that low readirAg
were expected with high clouds is that although the sen is often
visible through a cirrus deck the radiation is attenuated* Higher
than normal readings would be expected during the presence of low
clouds. Low clouds ae of two type stratus or cusulus. There ae
few successful observations during periods of low stratus. There would
be a good chance for observation during periods of cumulus, Since
good visibility is associated with camulus and if low clouds are p~r-
snnt during an observation they are probably cmulus, the observations
with low clouds will be higher th n normal. On days of stratus visi
bility is poor but an observation cannot be made, So das with low
clouds produce higher readings than days with no low clouds.
These results were born out by the data but with no degree of
statistical certainty. The interesting result Is the fact that the
presence of middle clouds does significantly reduce the pyrheliome-
tric readings. The results of the investigation appear below in
table C.
-~---- _Il.lll~ ~ l~-r(_f~p11--- 111~- C- l._
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Table C, Cloud tpe effect on pyTheliometric observations
Cloud Number of isimul -  Average value of Standard devia-
Type taneous occurences pyrhelicmetric obs tion of obso
low 833 100.0 38.747
middle 78 97*455 10.541
high 1042 99.486 39.943
We can determine it any of the three sample means are signifi-
cantly different fwro the population mean by finding the standard
deviation of the distribution of eample means, For example if we
group the population into samples of size 578 (78 is the six of the
middle cloud salples) we will have a new distribution the standard
deviation of which ~s equal to the standard deviation of the original
population (16.307 in this came) divided by the square root of 578.
Than 0.68 Is the standard deviation of a popultion composed of averages
of 578 unit groups. The mean of our group (middle clouds) is 97.455.
This departs by 2.15 from the population mean of M.04 or a departure
of more than three standard deviationa. Thus we can say with greater
thanv.99% confidence that the oocurrence of middle clouds is aesociated
with a reduction of pyrhelloetric mea muwent. Low and middle clouds
show no significant departure,
IV, CONCLUSIONS
A. Solar Variane
Willett has shown a connection between the pyrhalilmetric
seasurements and solar activity. He has further shown that the cor-
relation is increased as longer time averages are used. His findings
are confirmed here. Since we are using a short term daily index the
correlations are very mall. 8ignificance tests ehow that they are
rellable, however. Further confirmation to Willtt's assoclation of
pyrhelloetric observations with the twenty two year cycle is shown
in the power spectrum of Band I-p (see Appendix III) The peak in
the spectrum has little confidence, howevero due to the length of
the series.
The fact that the correlation with solar activity io positive and
the fact that the pyrhellametric lags solar activity suggest the posel-
bility that noctilucent clouds may be a factor in the pyrheliometric
variance,
It is emphasised that the solar correlations make up a very all
part of the total variance. However, t I Just as Important to re-
member that since solar radiation is on a planetary basis, a mall
percentage change could have a tremendous impact on the general cir-
culation.
_---^11~-.~-- ^- II.
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An attempt was made to extend Cunniff' 8 work on explalning
the variance of the Blue Hill nomal i dncidens radiation. Some of
the indices used w~re visibIlity, vapor pressure0 clouds and unn-
shine, Although the pyrbhliometrio distribution is nearly Gaussian
the other indices are not (see figures 20 through 24 Appendix III).
Tables A through H give all the statistical measurements in-
cluding correlations of the indices studied.
Although we can state physically that pyrbelietric observations
are made only when it is clear this is not true statistically. First
of all the average cloud cover on days of observation is 3/10 of the
sky. Second when we tors a discrininant function, we see that sta-
tistically visibility tells us more about whether or not an obaserve-
tlon is likely than cloud cover. Third the presence of middle clouds
is associated with a 2% decrease in intensity.
To explain the variance of the observations when they are received
a linear regression equation was formed. The coefficients of the
normalized equation tell the relative importance of each parameter'
p0 a 0.243v' + 0.144s* + 0.o18C + 0.052e'
This equation explains only about 40% of the variance. Solar in-
dices may account for another 1%. The presence of thin clouds probably
explains a little more bu e t we ae still left with more than half un-
explained.
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APIIENDIX I - DATA SOURCE
1. International Magnetic Character Figure (CL)
1883-1954
Chernosky, E. * J. and Maple, E., "Geomagnet im" B'ndboK o
g0e iaigg Revised edition, U.S. Air Force, The MacMillian Co.
New York, p 10-18
195 As computed an's finished by Prof. H. C. Willett
(Data complete)
2. Average Planetary Aplitude (Ap)
January 1047 through December 1951
International Association of Terestrial agnetlam end Eleo-
tricity Bulletin 12fe "Geomagnetic Indices K and C, 1952",
International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics, Assoc. of Terr.
Mag. and Elect.
January 1982 through December 1985
Data originally supplied Prof. H. C. Willett by N. J. Macdonald
while at the High Altitude Gbservatory, Colorado.
January 19 2 through December 1987
"Geomaanetic and Solar Data", Journal of Geophysical Research
(Data complete).
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3. Sunspot Number (R58)
1883-1954
Royal Greerwich Observatory "Sunspot orad Geonagnetic Storm
Data" Derived from oreen~ich Observations, pp 25-37.
1955 Ae computed and furnAshed by Prof. H. C. Will9tt
(data complete)
4. Solar Radio Noise (bMRN)
January 1947 through December 1957
1955 Revision of Daily Values of Solar Flux at 2.800 mops (10.7 cm)
Recorded at National Research Council, Otteawas, Canada.
(Spotty data especially in first part of series)
5. s yrhelicmetric (P)
(a) 73 year index of seasonal and annual data for Bands I and 11
1883-1923
Kimball H. H., "Variations in Solar Radiation Intensities Measured
at the Surface of the Earth" Monthly Wether Revlew v. 52 (11)
pp 527-329
1924-198
Hand, I. F,, "Variations in Solar Radiation Intensities Measured
at the Srtface of the Earth" WMonth Weat1her Revies Vol 67(9)
ept., 1939, p. 338-340.
1030-1952
Cunnifft C. V., "Variatiwon in the Intensities of Solar adia-
tion at Normal Incidence on tkie Surfac of the Earth" nA11%
-weahew TR ESIE Vol 8(o5), May 195.,
1982-195 as computed and furnished by Prof, H, C. Willett
(Data complete)
(b) 11 year index of daily values for fand III of Part I and for
Blue Hill index unsd in Part 11
January 1947 through December 1949
Department of Commerce, ,1g0thl Weather Review
Feb 47 Vol 75() - Jan 50 Vol 78(1)
January 1960 through December 1957
Department of Commerce "National Summary"
C@~toloict~ al Dy Feb 1950 Vol 1 - Jan 158 Vol 9.
(Date spotty)
6. Deviation of MaginetE Declination (AD)
1874 - 1054
Royal Greenwich Observatory "Sunspot and Geomagnetic Storm Data"
Derived from Greenwich Observations pp 5-16
1965 As computed and furnished by Prof. U. C. Willett
(Data complete)
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. Critical Fzrquency of the F2 layer, foY2
Janurwy 1947 through December 1957
U., DIepartmunt of Commerce" Ionospheric Data"' CRL-F125
8. Cloud, vapor pressure, visibilitye mnrtines and other
meteorological time series used in Part 11 were tlken from
Blue Hill Observational Data. These bound volues are kept
on file at Blue Hill Obeersatory, 8s., The voluxms used
were 1I47 through 1957.
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Figure 22. Distribution of Cloud Cover Index
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